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About This Game

Space Station Alpha is a game where you build and manage a space station in the outer reaches of the Milky Way.
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Maybe, some day, it will turn out to be a nice space-sim. But there are issues to resolve. Performance is bad if you bluild a big
station. Camera is moving all over space, very fast, even more illogical: out of control: (need a "Home"buttton) pathfinding
Screeninfo (no info pop-up rollover): Who is Who. Harsh gameplay: Equipment can not be moved. Looks like a game right
from the seventies. Please move up to the present day.. I had fun with it and the developer has already fixed many (if not all) the
problems I found. Watch my first look series and make up your own mind about the game. https://youtu.be/yKH87emrqwM. I
actually tried to break the game; multiple crossing halls, singular pathways for multiple activities, equipment build in the path of
critical systems, etc. Nope, worst I got was someone moved their bed into a common room next to the vending machine. Fun
little game, lots of room to grow and become amazing but well worth the current $5 price tag especially since basic inspection of
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the options and controls lets you customize and ease movement speeds and camera angles to fit your computer's abilities or
personal gaming style. Are there some improvements needed imho, of course, its early access. Doors have to be left open to
move air between rooms instead of a vent system, no que system for construction (it is done as you add it to the "blue
print/design" so lay it out in the order you want it built) and single plane of construction rather than multi-level (personal
preference but easier to view and control as is). Basic first impression review.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=heP40lXKB4&list=UUg6fyxrbkNbAkxoNEoZGsqw. It's dead nothing more to say about it.
You know how you buy a game think its gonna be great fun and it is until you find all the bugs that make the game totally
unplayable and the devs have stopped working on it? Well that would be this game. The game is partially playable but over a
year and a half and the developers have stopped doing anything with this game including updating the community on fixing of
the bugs. This is a fun game and has tons of potential but AS IS, i cannot recommend UNLESS its onsale for 50 Cents. Which it
was. That alone should have told me something.. This game is really awesome from a one man dev who's way more active than
most large companies with the updates. He's constantly adding heaps of new features, and most of the issues people have
mentioned in other reviews are already resolved which is great to see. He's pretty active in the forums, I don't know that he
knew they existed initially. As for the game, it's already pretty awesome so far and with a bit more polish and functionality will
be excellent. As it stands, I'd say it's well worth the asking price of $5.99 USD.. So, I checked the game out yesterday. The game
is one of those semi-roguelike basebuilders, not that different from Prison Architect or Banished. However, compared to those
titles, the game is quite shallow. You generally deal with money, power and oxygen. Money comes from residents and visitors,
power comes from solar panels and is used by components on your ship, and oxygen is generated by some of these components
and flows through your ship depending on the status of your doors. And for just that, the game is quite easy. Getting a net profit
is not that hard, and getting power consists mainly of building lots of solar panels. Oxygen is easily managed with air locks. The
only real problem comes from random events (of which there are not that many it seems, I got some of them multiple times in
my playthrough) and meteors. You eventually research equipment to deal with that. Until then you have a cycle of buildup ->
damage -> people die -> buildup. To make things interesting there is research, but there are only 7 or so subjects which do not
offer more in-depth mechanics. The game suffers from the same problem I had with Banished. After a while the real challenge
is out of it and you can just expand until everything eventually crumbles apart. On my second try, at took me 1,5 hours to build
every facility there is, net 2k each day and I did not have to care about asteroids or supernova's. Getting the last achievement
would only consist of me walking between my pc and the couch to check for random events and otherwise let the game run at
max speed. Add to that the fact that the user interface is functional but a bit weird, and that the game lacks explanation. Yes, I
think pointing out after the tutorial that "the hand-holding comes to an end here" is very clever, but I could not find a way to use
the stairs to actually build a second floor. The game just "lacks", it lacks content, it lacks challenge, it feels like an early access
game with way too less stuff to do. Is it worth the money? Well I got 3,5 hours of minimal fun and I feel like I've done
everything there is to do. Since the game cost me 5 euros, it was not a complete waste. But I don't think the game is good by any
means, maybe a 5/10 for effort and only considering the low price. You want something like this? Get Prison Architect. Maybe
Banished. Or Dugeon Keeper. Or Evil Genius. Just not this game.. First Play & Impressions Video Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSGm0IvJwvc Started Over and Played A Second Game Video: (Better video)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TTrkOWl5czU If you are going to watch one of the two videos above, watch the 2nd video,
as I believe it will give you a much better idea of how the game works and what you're buying. This is a pretty darn fun little
game. Kinda reminds me a little of a sim city game, but in space with the threats of asteroids smashing into your spaceship
(space cty) as you have rooms for science, guest services for alien visitors who pay you for such services, and more. Like Sim
City, it's an itricate balance of keeping your space visitors happy, yet safe while on board all the while trying to turn a profit and
not collapse from a number of disasters that can happen. While i have yet to play it enough to give it the time it deserves and
that I want to give it, my 9 year old son loves it already. He has over 3 hours into it at the time I write this review and has a space
station that would make our home town in the real world look small. The fact that this game looks and plays this good in its
early state shows me a lot of promise for it's future. I will update this game and score when I've had more time in the game. but
it looks like its an easy 8/10 and considering it's value for your dollar, it might deserve a little more credit. It does take a little
patience and there's a little to learn, but it looks like no two games will ever be the same game twice, and for the creative and
strategy, as well as science fiction fans out there, I'd certainly give this game my two thumbs up. If however, you are looking for
Diablo, minecraft, or Call of Duty here, you might look elsewhere, lol.. Interesting concept, horrible realisation. Bot's can't find
path to door that is right in front of them? And this very, VERY annoyng sound of dental drill that you can't turn off (yes, you
can set music level to 0, set effects level to 0 - and yes, all you will hear - is that drill sound).
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